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VERSE 1:
I'm sorry that I hurt u
And that my words offended you
I'm only doin what I know, I never meant to

I've been thru a lot beat down and abused
By the person I loved and looked up to

My mom couldn't stop it
Even if she tried
He laid hands on her that's when I wished he died

People say I'm heartless and they wonder why
I tell em cuzz of all the pain thruout my life

Pops in and out of jail
Moms workin late night
So no one was ever there

No birthdays no holidays
Was only 6 when first tried to run away

Wit no where to go
Runnin down the road
Lost kid with a backpack full of clothes

Thinkin that I knew but I didn't know
Was just a child lookin for a happy home

HOOK:
Hello world
Hope you're listening
Forgive me if I'm young
For speaking out of turn
There's someone I've been missing
I think that they could be
The better half of me

VERSE 2:
How can I be normal
Never had no guidance
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All I seen was the drug money and violence

I remember back in middle school
Class I never tenned to hated by the principle

All I needed was a lil help
They don't mind helpin everybody else but rather have
me expelled

I always kept to myself
Lived my life in the streets cuzz that's where the loves
at

And I can't change me
But I sure can change everything that's around me

What u see is what u get
Live with my mistakes
And never have regrets

Will you ever understand
Will u ever comprehend
Everything I seen and been

Lookin at the moon
Watchin the world turn
Just a young man still with a lot to learn

HOOK:
Hello world
Hope you're listening
Forgive me if I'm young
For speaking out of turn
There's someone I've been missing
I think that they could be
The better half of me
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